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Abstract: Laser speckle flowgraphy (LSFG) allows for quantitative estimation of blood flow in the optic nerve head (ONH), choroid and retina, utilizing the laser speckle phenomenon. The basic technology and clinical applications of LSFG-NAVI, the updated model of LSFG, are summarized in this review. For developing a commercial version of LSFG, the special area sensor was replaced by the ordinary charge-coupled device camera. In LSFG-NAVI, the mean blur rate (MBR) has been introduced as a new parameter. Compared to the original LSFG model, LSFG-NAVI demonstrates a better spatial resolution of the blood flow map of human ocular fundus. The observation area is 24 times larger than the original system. The analysis software can separately calculate MBRs in the blood vessels and tissues (capillaries) of an entire ONH and the measurements have good reproducibility. The absolute values of MBR in the ONH have been shown to linearly correlate with the capillary blood flow. The Analysis of MBR pulse waveform provides parameters including skew, blowout score, blowout time, rising and falling rates, flow acceleration index, acceleration time index, and resistivity index for comparing different eyes. Recently, there have been an increasing number of reports on the clinical applications of LSFG-NAVI to ocular diseases, including glaucoma, retinal and choroidal diseases.
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1. Introduction

Laser speckle flowgraphy (LSFG) allows for the quantitative estimation of blood flow in the optic nerve head (ONH), choroid and retina in vivo, utilizing the laser speckle phenomenon. Compared to other laser-based techniques (i.e., laser Doppler velocimetry and flowmetry), the LSFG measurement covers a much larger field and enables two-dimensional observation of the overall hemodynamic condition of the tissue.

The updated model of LSFG, LSFG-NAVI (Softcare Co., Ltd., Fukuoka, Japan), was approved as a medical apparatus by the Japanese Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Agency in 2008. In this review, the basic technology and clinical applications of LSFG-NAVI to ocular diseases will be discussed.

2. Basic Technology of LSFG-NAVI

The laser speckle phenomenon is an interference event when coherent light sources such as lasers are scattered by a diffusing surface, e.g., the ocular fundus. The speckle pattern, which appears under the illumination of laser radiation, can be described statistically. In accordance with the movement of blood cells in the tissue, the structure of the speckle pattern varies rapidly depending on the blood flow velocity. Fercher and Briers [1] presented pictures of the velocity distribution of blood cells in the retina by means of laser speckle photography for the first time. However, their method allowed only for semi-quantitative estimation of the retinal circulation, not for analysis of changes over time. Later, the LSFG system was developed for a non-contact, two-dimensional and quantitative analysis of ocular blood flow in living eyes [2–4]. The details of this original LSFG system were described previously [5,6]. Briefly, the normalized blur (NB), which is an approximate reciprocal of speckle contrast, represents an index of the blood velocity. The square blur rate (SBR), which is proportional to the square of NB, was used as another index for quantitative estimation of blood velocity. Theoretically, SBR gives a more exact measurement. The SBR is calculated by the following equation:

\[ \text{SBR_{n,m,t}} = \frac{<I_{n,m,t}^2>}{<|I_{n,m,t} - <I_{n,m,t}>|^2} \]

where \( I_{n,m,t} \) is the intensity detected at the (n, m)th pixel point, which is integrated over time (t ~ t + Δt). The bracket < … > denotes the ensemble average over 32 frames of the integrated speckle patterns.

In the original LSFG system, a special type of area sensor with a fast scanning rate (BASIS/test version, Canon, 500 frames/s) was used. For developing a commercial LSFG system, it is profitable to replace the special area sensor with a commercially available image sensor. Thus, the new method was studied to analyze the blur rate of the speckle field detected by an ordinary charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. The sampling rate and area of the original area sensor and the new CCD camera are schematically shown in Figure 1. The blood flow map by this new method is of much better quality than the original LSFG system. The details of this new method were also described elsewhere [7]. Briefly, we calculate a new parameter, the mean blur rate (MBR) defined as

\[ \text{MBR_{n,m,t}} = \frac{(M_{n,m,t}/D_{n,m,t})^2}{(M_{n,m,t}^2/D_{n,m,t}^2) - (M_{n,m,t}^2/D_{n,m,t}^2)} \]
Here, $M_{n,m,t}/26$ corresponds to the mean intensity for 26 pairs of pixels, then $M_{n,m,t}$ equals $2\langle I_{n,m,t}\rangle$, while $D_{n,m,t}/26$ corresponds to the mean difference between pairs of the central point and the surrounding 26 pixels; $D^2_{n,m,t}$ is approximately $2(<I^2_{n,m,t}> - <I_{n,m,t}>^2)$. We can then approximate $MBR_{n,m,t}$ as

$$MBR_{n,m,t} \approx 2^2 <I_{n,m,t}>^2/2 (<I^2_{n,m,t}> - <I_{n,m,t}>^2)$$
$$= 2 \{<I_{n,m,t}>^2/(<I^2_{n,m,t}> - <I_{n,m,t}>^2)\} = 2 SBR_{n,m,t} \quad (3)$$

**Figure 1.** Comparison of the sampling rate and area of the area sensor used in the original laser speckle flowgraphy (LSFG) system (a) and the charge-coupled device (CCD) camera used in the LSFG-NAVI system (b).

The new parameter $MBR$ is approximately proportional to $SBR$. The new LSFG system has demonstrated a better spatial resolution of the blood flow map of the human fundus than the original system so that some thin vessels as well as the choroidal network have become visible. The observation area has been expanded to $6 \times 3.8$ mm square, which is 24 times larger than the original LSFG system. Despite the different scanning intervals, the time resolution is nearly the same as the original system with 30 maps/s. Consequently, the CCD camera can successfully replace the special area sensor used in the original system. The block diagram and appearance of the updated model of LSFG, LSFG-NAVI, and an example of the color map obtained by this device are shown in Figures 2 and 3. Additionally, the LSFG-NAVI-OPE model was developed recently for ocular blood flow measurement in subjects in a supine position [8]. Schema and the photograph of this device are shown in Figure 4.
Figure 2. Block diagram of the LSFG-NAVI system. USB: universal serial bus, PC: personal computer, LCD: liquid crystal display.

Figure 3. Appearance of the LSFG-NAVI device (a) and an example of its color map (b).

Figure 4. The schematic view (a) and photograph (b) of the recently developed LSFG-NAVI-OPE device, which is a modification of the LSFG-NAVI.
3. Application of LSFG-NAVI to Basic and Clinical Research

3.1. Specific Parameters in LSFG-NAVI

Three parameters of the MBR in the ONH are calculated by the LSFG Analyzer software (Softcare Co., Ltd., Figure 5). After the margin of the ONH is identified using a round band, the software segments out the vessels using the automated definitive threshold and analyzes the mean MBRs throughout the ONH (MA), the mean MBRs of the ONH vessels (MV), and the mean MBRs of the ONH tissue (MT). The reproducibility was reported to be favorable in not only normal subjects but also glaucoma patients [9]. Using this segmentation, area ratio of blood stream (ARBS), which is equal to the percentage of retinal vessel area within the ONH, has been proposed to be investigated.

Furthermore, the LSFG Analyzer software has allowed analysis of the MBR pulse waveform as the results of cardiac cycles. The parameters obtained from this analysis include fluctuation, skew, blowout score (BOS), blowout time (BOT), rising rate, falling rate, flow acceleration index (FAI), acceleration time index (ATI), and resistivity index (RI), which can all be compared between different eyes. The calculation of some of these parameters was described in detail elsewhere [10]. Brief explanation of them will be provided here.

**Figure 5.** Assessment of blood flow within the optic nerve head (ONH). (a) The margin of the ONH is identified using a round band according to the color photograph of the fundus. (b) The software segments out the retinal vessels using the automated definitive threshold and analyzes the mean blur rates (MBRs) throughout the ONH, within the ONH vessels (shown in white), and within the ONH tissue (shown in black).

Fluctuation is a parameter indicating the instability of the blood flow, which is proportional to the mean fluctuation of MBR divided by the average MBR in a waveform (Figure 6a). Skew quantifies the asymmetry of the waveform distribution, varying with the bias of the waveform shape. Specifically, the skew equals zero if the waveform is completely symmetrical, while the skew becomes positive or negative if the waveform is distributed leftward or rightward of the center point of the waveform, respectively (Figure 6b).
BOS indicates the blood flow volume maintained in the vessel during each heartbeat (Figure 6c). BOT is an indicator that represents the time of the wave maintaining more than half of the mean of maximum and minimum MBR during a beat (Figure 6d). A high BOT indicates that blood flow is maintained at a high level for a long time during each heartbeat to ensure the peripheral tissue is supplied with sufficient blood.

Rising rate and falling rate are derived from the increasing and decreasing sections in the MBR beat waveform, respectively. Rising rate is defined as the ratio of the area under curve ($S_1$) to the entire area ($S_{all}$) before the peak (Figure 6e). Falling rate is the equivalent ratio after the peak, i.e., the ratio of $S_2$ to $S_{all}$ (Figure 6f). Moreover, FAI is calculated from the maximum change among all frames (1/30 s) in a rising curve (Figure 6g), and ATI is derived from a ratio of the time before reaching the peak to a whole heartbeat (Figure 6h). Finally, RI is calculated by dividing the difference of the maximum and minimum MBR by the maximum MBR (Figure 6i).

**Figure 6.** Schematic explanations of the parameters obtained from waveform analysis: (a) fluctuation, (b) skew, (c) blowout score (BOS), (d) blowout time (BOT), (e) rising rate, (f) falling rate, (g) flow acceleration index (FAI), (h) acceleration time index (ATI), and (i) resistivity index (RI).
Figure 6. Cont.

\[
BOS = \frac{2 - \frac{AC}{DC}}{2} \times 100
\]

\[
BOT = 100 \cdot \frac{W}{F}
\]

Rising rate = \( C \cdot S1 / Sall \)

C: Currently set as 25 matching to color balance used in the analyzing software.

Falling rate = \( C \cdot S2 / Sall \)

C: Currently set as 25 matching to color balance used in the analyzing software.
In addition, the relative flow volume (RFV) is a new parameter that has been proposed for assessment of retinal blood flow in the superficial layer of the retina (Figure 7a). Its accuracy and reproducibility were recently verified [11]. All of the retinal vessels around the ONH can be distinguished semi-automatically with the specific software (Figure 7b). The total retinal flow indexes of arteries and veins can be calculated separately.
3.2. Application of LSFG-NAVI to Basic Research

The results of our recent study have suggested that absolute values of MBR in the ONH correlate with capillary blood flow (CBF) and linearly change with CBF, indicating the quantifiability of absolute values of MBR at least under certain conditions: there are no large topographical or color differences of the ONH induced by individuality or diseases, which affect the absorption and reflection of the laser beam [12].

Figure 7. (a) Determination of Retinal flow volume (RFV). The $MBR_{threshold}$ is the threshold between MBR values in the retinal vessels and the background choroid; $f(x)$ is the distribution function of MBR in a cross-sectional area of the blood vessel; the width of the function at $MBR_{threshold}$ is represented by $m$ and $n$. The RFV in the retina is calculated by subtracting choroidal MBR from the overall MBR. (b) Blood vessels around the ONH are classified into “artery” (red) and “vein” (blue) semi-automatically by the Total retinal arteries and veins analysis (TRAVA) software. We can reclassify manually if there is any misjudgment by TRAVA. Based on this classification, total retinal flow indexes of arteries and veins will be calculated separately.

A study showed that a rapid ocular perfusion pressure decrease, which is induced by a sudden IOP step increase, evoked a transient and reproducible dynamic autoregulation response in the ONH of non-human primates measured with LSFG-NAVI [13]. The influence of posture changes on ocular blood flow was also investigated using LSFG-NAVI [14]. The results suggested that the ONH and choroidal circulation have significantly different hemodynamics during posture changes in healthy volunteers.

Recently, it has been reported that BOT is highly and negatively correlated with age and may be a good indicator of early atherosclerotic change [15,16] as well as organ damages such as kidney dysfunction [17]. Another study reported that MBR and BOS in the ONH as well as in the macula have a negative correlation with age, and they may serve as indexes for fundus pathology including
age-related arterial sclerosis [18]. More recently, a significant age correlation with the falling rate and skew was also detected; the falling rate and skew may be a candidate biomarker for age-dependent microcirculation [10].

3.3. Application of LSFG-NAVI to Glaucoma and Other Optic Nerve Diseases

It was demonstrated that chronic IOP elevation caused a significant decrease in the ONH blood flow in the experimental glaucoma model of non-human primates using the LSFG-NAVI model [19]. Moreover, the same research group reported longitudinal hemodynamic changes within the ONH in the experimental glaucoma model [20]. According to their data, the ONH blood flow increased during the earliest stage, followed by a linear decrease that correlated with retinal nerve fiber layer defect.

**Figure 8.** Sectorial analysis of the ONH rim blood flow in patients within each stage of glaucoma. Comparisons between preperimetric glaucoma and normal control (a); within each stage of glaucoma (b).

There have been several reports regarding clinical studies on the ONH blood flow in patients with glaucoma. We have found that the blood flow of the temporal rim decreased more as the glaucoma stage progressed [21] (Figure 8). In another report, the blood flow in the myopic ONH was compared between the glaucoma and control groups [22]. The average MBR in the entire ONH was significantly lower in the glaucoma group than that in the control group. The same research group reported that the ONH blood flow, especially in tissue area, was significantly correlated with the average peripapillary retinal nerve fiber layer thickness and mean deviation in glaucoma patients with general enlargement.
The correlation between the ONH microcirculation measured with LSFG-NAVI and fluorescein angiography, and their correlation between the Humphrey mean deviation (MD) have also been indicated [24]. We have reported that skew and BOT showed significant relationships with the MD values and that BOT and falling rate showed significant correlations with the MD slope in focal ischemic type, as assigned to the ONH appearance [25]. Another study suggested that skew was significantly lower and ATI was significantly higher in patients with normal tension glaucoma (NTG) compared to the control values [14].

Some studies reported effects of anti-glaucoma eye drops on the ONH blood flow in glaucoma patients [26–29]. Figure 9 shows a representative change of the ONH blood flow in NTG induced by a calcium antagonist.

**Figure 9.** A representative change of the ONH blood flow in NTG patient induced by taking a calcium antagonist, nilvadipine: pretreatment (a), 1 month (b) and 6 months (c) after the treatment started (MBR of the rectangular region at the rim was 5.4, 6.8, and 8.1, respectively).

Regarding other optic nerve diseases, it has been reported that LSFG-NAVI could also be useful in differentiating between superior segmental optic hypoplasia and NTG [30], as well as between nonarteritic ischemic optic neuropathy and anterior optic neuritis [31].
3.4. Application of LSFG-NAVI to Retinal and Choroidal Diseases

The study using an experimental branch retinal artery occlusion suggested that the hemodynamic pattern observed in LSFG is mainly originated from choroid (approximately 92% of the sum of the choroidal and retinal circulation) [32]. Although this study was carried out by the previous model of LSFG, the result might be applicable also to LSFG-NAVI.

There have been several studies on the applications of LSFG-NAVI to retinal and choroidal diseases: polypoidal choroidal vasculopathy [33], Vogt-Koyanagi-Harada disease [34], central retinal vein occlusion [35], diabetic retinopathy [36], acute macular neuroretinopathy [37], acute central serous chorioretinopathy [38], acute zonal occult outer retinopathy [39], punctate inner choroidopathy [40], and so on.

Some reports also suggested that the LSFG-NAVI model is useful for evaluating medical and surgical therapies for retinal and choroidal diseases, such as corticosteroids [34,37], anti-vascular endothelial growth factor therapy [36,41,42], other agents [43,44], and vitrectomy [8,45].

4. Conclusions

The LSFG-NAVI model has been developed as a commercial device for measuring the ocular blood flow. This system uses a new index for blood flow, MBR, which correlates with the absolute blood flow. Analysis of the MBR pulse waveform provides specific parameters regarding the blood flow, which can be used for comparing different eyes. Recently, there have been increasing reports that LSFG-NAVI can be efficiently applied to ocular diseases including glaucoma, retinal and choroidal diseases.
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